
Co parenting with different opinions (Effective Communication)

Define coparenting.

Three specific topics I want to be sure we cover.
1. What are the issues most parents argue about in parenting most?
2. Emphasizing common ground.
3. How to use Effective Communication in resolving co parenting issues.

Goal: To help each parent, married or separated, who disagree, to have the skill to
parent children effectively.

Exclusionary criteria: in cases of physical, sexual, or emotional abuse professional
interventions are not only recommended to resolve issues, but should be expected.

What are the issues parents argue about in parenting most?
Here are some of the most common issues parents argue about: one parent speaking poorly of
the other parent, bedtime routines, schedule changes, lack of consistency, how to implement
consequences. (Kimber personal)

Emphasizing common ground.
When having discussions about children in a coparenting situation, focus on common ground.
Common ground issues can include: the emotional well being of your child, the ability of your
child to feel loved by both parents who may disagree, your child’s emotional development, a
better understanding of how to work with parents who disagree on items. (Kimber story)

How to use Effective Communication in resolving co parenting issues.
Example: lack in consistency. We decided on a consequence for bedtime but i didnt follow
through..

Steps:
1. Look at your (child) spouse who is talking and pay attention to what they are saying.
2. Once your (child) spouse is finished talking, use their words to describe what you

understood.
3. Ask your (child) spouse if what you said is what they meant. They will correct you if you

are wrong.
4. In a calm manner, state your thoughts on the subject.
5. They must repeat what they heard. Affirm they are right OR correct them if they are not.
6. Come to a solution if possible. If not, repeat these steps and use the skill of Decision

Making.


